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This is a collection of fifteen short stories (all published for the first time although two had been broadcast by Radio 4) addressing a common theme: namely, menopause. About half of the stories are retellings of narratives drawn from a range of traditions (Northern European fairy stories, classical mythology, biblical stories or historical events) and the other half are new stories deliberately using similar narrative structures to the old stories. Menopausal women are, of course, largely overlooked in traditional stories and, to an extent, in contemporary fiction too. Thus, part of the project was to find and reclaim some of the 'older women' of traditional story; we often forget, for example, that the beautiful Helen of Troy was about sixty when she ran off with Paris, whilst wicked stepmothers in traditional fairy stories usually have adolescent children of their own. Finding these 'hidden' women involved extensive reading, and this reading informs the whole collection. Equally important is the way in which the stories open up the central theme through a wide variety of voices, as well as defamiliarising the contemporary through use of traditional styles and structures to produce a very domestic sort of Magical Realism. RAE_import_type : Authored book
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Definition of fairy godmother in the Idioms Dictionary. fairy godmother phrase. What does fairy godmother expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. Cinderella's fairy godmother helped her get ready for the ball so she could meet Prince Charming. 2. Someone who helps others with their problems, usually providing financial assistance. Thank you so much for helping me with my car repair bill! You are my fairy godmother. See also: fairy, godmother, Farlex Dictionary of Idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc, all rights reserved. fairy godmother. A generous benefactor, as in An anonymous fairy godmother donated the money for the new organ.